Genian NAC
NAC-DRIVEN IT MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
SMART VISIBILITY

BEYOND ACCESS CONTROL

Genian NAC uses non-disruptive, smart sensing
technology to illuminate everything on your network
while presenting immediate comparable & actionable
information through a personalized dashboard.

Genian NAC provides a consistent and reliable
access control experience for non-compliant devices
and keeps them to the highest level of security
compliance through comprehensive management.

200% VISIBILITY

ADAPTIVE ACCESS CONTROL

Network: See all managed & unmanaged devices

Provide contextual access control to protect and
secure endpoints against a risk in a timely manner
powered by smart visibility. Delivers end-to-end
security throughout the day-to-day management.

IP Address: See what is connecting to specific IP
addresses and identify who is using the device;
monitor how many IPs are available, used, conflicted,
reserved, and assigned by DHCP
Switch Port: Discover connectivity information between
switches and devices
Wireless: See all APs (internal, neighboring, and rogue)
in your area, and identify who is accessing them while
wirelessly monitoring security settings and detecting
any misconfigured APs

ACCURATE PLATFORM DETECTION
Detect device information more accurately without
installing an agent or additional plugins through the
enterprise-class platform database, which is powered by
the Genian Cloud.
e.g. Not just “Android phone” but “Samsung Galaxy S6 mobile phone”

SEE IMMEDIATE TRENDS & CHALLENGES
Using over 100 customizable widgets, create views
unique to individual needs. Each administrator may have
fully personalized dashboards based on his or her role.

NAC-DRIVEN IT MANAGEMENT
Asset Management: Search and utilize collected
information to meet IT asset management
requirements
Built in Network Services: Ensure that all IT
resources are in accordance with business needs by
providing built- in server features (DHCP, RADIUS,
SYSLOG)
Desktop Configuration Management: Automatically
standardize the configuration of endpoint devices
on the network and control them remotely
Request Managment: BYOD onboarding process,
Guest Management, On-demand Access Request

Genian NAC
Scalable for Businesses of All Sizes,
Even Your Home

MAIN DASHBOARD

IP ADDRESS MANAGEMENT

WIRELESS MANAGEMENT

GEOLOCATION VIEW

EVERYTHING IS CONNECTED
Thousands of Genian NAC systems have already been connected through the Genian Cloud (Enterprise-class,
cloud-based fingerprint database), powered by valuable customers from various industries such as global Fortune
500 companies, the government, the military, energy, finance, healthcare, education, and more.
Through the Genian Cloud, we would like to share Geni Networks’ industry-leading NAC solution with more people,
for better security and productivity. The global edition of Genian NAC, the first connected NAC solution in the
world, will officially launch the summer of 2016, but don’t wait until then. Contact us now!
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Tel: +82-31-422-3823
Fax: +82-31-422-3825
E-mail: geni@geninetworks.com

Tel: +1-617-307-4090
Web: www.genians.com
E-mail: hello@genians.com

About Geni Networks and GENIANS
Geni Networks, founded in 2005 in South Korea, has run successful business operations with the most versatile and capable NAC solution to keep their customers’
networks safe and secure. Holding over 45% of the NAC market share in Korea, Genian NAC secures millions of users in organizations of a variety of industries,
including global Fortune 500 companies, the government, the military, energy, finance, healthcare, education, and more. With over a decade of expertise and
success in network security solutions, Geni Networks is working to expand business opportunities to the world; GENIANS, INC. is the strategic foothold for the
journey. Through the continual delivery of Geni Networks’ industry-leading network security solutions to the global market, GENIANS, INC. is working to build a
better security culture in the connected world by teaming up with global communities and industry leaders around the world.
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